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Statistical Design of Load Balance Traffic Studies 
Die A. Pedersen 
GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories, Northlake, Illinois, U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 

This paper deals with the experimental design 
problem of deciding how much data is needed for 
a traffic study to determine whether or not dial 
office administration objectives related to the 
maintenance of load balance of equi~ment grou~s 
are being met with an assurance that the risks 
of drawing wrong conclusions from the data are 
under control. Procedures are presented for 
planning tests based on the use of the student
ized range of the hypothesis that the range of 
equipment group loads or other traffic charac
teristics lies within prescribed limits. Least 
squares estimates of the standard deviation of 
random effects are obtained by use of analysis 
of variance techniques. Range methods of esti
mating the standard deviation a~e also presented 
for the purpose of reducing the data ~rocessing 
needed for a study. Examples are given to 
illustrate the methods. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

At the Second International Teletraffic Congress 
held at The Hague in 1958, D. H. Barnes presented 
a paper on statistical methods for administra tion 
of dial offices [1]. The emphasis in the paper 
was on the application of quality control methods 
such as those used to control manufacturing proc
esses. This paper deals with the experimental 
design problem of determining how much data is 
needed for a traffic study to determine whether 
or not load balance objectives are being met 
with an assurance that the risks of drawing wrong 
conclusions from the data are under control. 

Section 2 present~ a statement of the experimen-· 
tal design problem . 

In Section 3 an analysis of variance is done for 
a mixed two-way cross-classification of data with 
one observation per combination and interaction 
whose model includes terms for fixed effects 
corresponding to equipment group loads and random 
effects corresponding to traffic variations. 
An interaction term allows for the possibility 
of group traffic variations being dependent on 
group load. The purpose of the analysis is to 
define the estimate of the error variance to be 
used to scale the data for statistical tests of 
the range of group loads. 

The simplest test of the range of group loads 
occurs for two groups. Then only two group means 
are compared and a traffic study can be planned 
by making use of the properties of Student's 
t-test. The planning of such studies is dis
cussed in Section 4. There still remains the 
problem of planning studies for the comparison 
of more than two means. 

In Section 5 the studentized range is used as a 
basis for the comparison of more than two means. 
procesures are presented for using tables of 
significance of the studentized range to modify 
the planning of studies on two groups to make 
them applicable to the planning of studies on 
more than two groups. 
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The amount of data processing for load balance 
traffic studies is considerable. The bulk of 
the arithmetic work is in estimating the vari
ance of random effects by least squares methods. 
Procedures are presented for obtaining range 
method estimates of the standard deviation that 
require less calculation effort. Section 6 
presents the range method of estimating variance 
for a one-way classification of data. Section 7 
presents the range method of estimating standard 
deviation for a two-way classification of data. 

Section 8 is an example of the analysis of a 
pl~nned load balance study. 

The methods of this paper are applicable to 
sequential analysis of load balance study data 
[5J[14]. Sequential analysis can arrive at a 
decision much sooner and with substantially 
fewer observations than equally reliable test 
procedures based on a predetermined number of 
observations. The introduction of loss or 
utility functions associated with the outcomes 
of traffic studies takes the planning of these 
studies into the area of statistical decision 
making wherein the economic justification for 
conducting studies can be explicitly considered 
[9]. Such a development would further the 
application of the operations research approach 
to telephone plant measurements espoused by 
A. Elldin at the Munich Teletraffic Congress in 
1970 [3]. 

2. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 

Mathematically stated, we have n equipment 
groups whose loads or other traffic character
istic have a range w. The administrative 
objective is to keep the value of w less than 
a prescribed value wo. A load balance traffic 
study is to be made to test the hypothesis Ho 
that w is less than wo versus the alternative 
hypothesis Hl that w is greater than or equal 
to wo. The problem is to determine the number 
of hours' data needed to test the hypothesis 
with the assurances that: 

1. if Ho is true because w= Wl where w1S:wo , 
then the probability of concluding that 
Hl is true is not greater than a pre
scribed value n; and, conversely, 

2. if Hl is true because w - Wa where Wa ~ Wo, 

then the probability of concluding that 
Ho is true is not greater than a pre
scribed value ~. 

If the first type of error is commit~ed, then 
unnecessary load balancing is done. If the 
second type of error is committed, then 
necessary load balancing is left undone and 
telepQone customers may receive poor service. 
For the rest of this paper, Wl equals zero. 
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The planning of 19ad balance traffic studies is 
done in terms of the n~rma1ized range W defined 
by 

W"" w/a 

where a is the standard deviation of the error 
in measuring the range. Analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) methods are used in the next section to 
develop an estimate of a. 

3. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 

Considering a series of measurements on, say, 
traffic load made on n equipment groups in a 
study period of m busy hours, we obtain data 
Xij on group i in busy hour j. We assume that 
Xij is expressible as 

Xij - ~ +ai +bj + Cij + Zij 

where 

~ is a constant independent of i and j; 

ai is a constant characterizing group i; 

bj is a random variable characterizing busy 
hour j and having expectation zero and 
variance ab2 

; 

Cij is a random variable with expectation zero 
and variance ac

2 accounting for interaction 
of the group i characteristic with busy 
hour j; and 

Zij is a random variable independently distri
buted with expectation zero and variance 
a Z2 • 

The interaction term Cij in the model allows for 
the possibility of the amplitude of group i 
variations being dependent on the characteristic 
ai. All random variables are assumed to have 
the normal distribution. Furthermore, it is 
assumed that 

Let 

n 
~ ai - 0 

i-I 

n m 

n 
~ Cij - O. 

i-I 

X - ~ Xi - ~ Xj • 
i-I j-l 

Then estimates of ~, ai and bj are obtained 
from 

~ - X/nm 

If aL and au are, respectively, the smallest and 
largest values of the ai's, then the range· w of 
the ai's is 

w s au - aL • 

If 8L and 8u are, respectively, the smallest and 
largest values of the 8i'S, then the estimate w 
of w is 

Let sums of squared deviations (SS) be defined 
for: 

groups by 
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hours by m 2 • ..a 
~ Xj In-A In m; 

j=l 

residuals by 
n m n m 

SSab = ~ ~ xi _2 - ~ Xi2 Im - ~ Xj2 In+ Y!/nm; and 
i=l j=l J i=l j=l 

the sum of the above by 
n m 

SS = ~ ~ Xij2-X2/nm. 
i=l j=l 

The expectations of the SS's are [2]: 

n 
ESS - (nm-l)az

2+(n-l)m(a c
2+ ~ ai2 )+n(m-l)a b . 

i-I 

The important thing to notice in these equations 
is that ESSa and ESSab are functions of the 
variance a 2 defined by 

A comparison of the relative values of the 
realizations of ESSa and ESSab does not require 
an estimate of the component ac2 of variance 
due to interaction. An estimate of the magni
tude of a c

2 may be obtained by use of Tukey's 
test for additivity [10]. The presence of non
additivity or interaction reduces the sensitlv
ity of the study by inflating the value of a • 
Non-additivity usually can be reduced or effec
tively eliminated by an appropriate transform
ation of the data. 

Our primary interest is in assessing the rela
tive values of the ai's. Their sum equals zero. 
However, if there are relatively large differ
ences in their values, then the sum of their 
squares as given by ~ai2 becomes relatively 
large. One way of using the data to assess 
these differences is to form the variance ratio 

F = (n-l) (m-I) SSa/(n-l) SSab 

which is an estimate of the ratio 

n 
Fo - (a

2 + m ~ ai2
) la2 = 1 + n if;2 

i=1 

where if;2 is a "non-centrality parameter" 
defined by 

Values of F much greater than 1.0 lead to the 
conclusion that the ai's differ by a relatively 
large amount. 

The SS's can be divided by their respective 
degrees of freedom (df) to obtain the mean 
squared deviations (MS) as follows: 

MSa = SSa l (n-l) 

• • 

• 

• 

• 

• 
MSab " SSabl (n-1) (m-I) MS - SSI (n m -1) • • 
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Thus, the variance ratio F becomes in terms of 
MS's: 

F = Msa/MSab. 

The results of the analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
calculations are typically presented as shown 
in Table 1. 

Source df SS MS F 

groups (n-l) SSa MSa F 
hours (m-I) SSb MSb 
residuals (n-l) (m-I) SSab MSab 

Sum (nm-l) SS MS 

TABLE 1. ANOVA table for least squares 
estimate of variance. 

MSab is an estimate of the variance a
2 of the 

error encountered in measuring the range. For 
notational simplicity we shall let the estimate 
of a be designated by s where 

s = MsiIb • 

The number v of degrees of freedom in the esti
mate of s is 

v = (n-l) (m-I).. 

An estimate W of the normalized range W is pro
vided by 

W = w/s. 

4 • TIlE RANGE OF '!WO GROUP S 

Except for the case where only two equipment 
groups are being studied, the F-test is not a 
test of the range w of the group characteristics 
ai' The F-test is a test of the dispersion of 
the group characteristics as a whole. We shall 
use instead, the studentized r~nge statistic Q 
defined by 

and used in Tukey's method of mUltiple compar
ison of means in the analysis of variance L2]. 

If Q is greater than some critical value Qa(n,v) 
defined for a level of significance ~, then it 
is considered to be statistically significant. 
By this is meant that, if the hypothesis Ho that 
w equals zero is true, then, for n groups and v 
degrees of freedom in the estimate of a, the . 
probability of Q being equal to or greater than 
Q~(n,v) is~. If Q is both statistically si~-
nificant and greater than some prescribed value 
Qo defined by 

. Qo = ml/2 Wo 

where Wo corresponds to an unacceptable degree 
of unbalance, then it is concluded that the 
range of the group characteristics is excessive 
and that the groups are unbalanced. A short 
table of values of Q 0 .10 (n, v) is presented in 
Table 2. More extensive tables for a equal to 
0.01, 0.05 and 0.10 may be found in [7] • 

ITea 

QO.lO ~n,v) 

v~ 2 4 6 8 10 12 

4 3.01 4.59 5.39 5.93 6.33 6.65 
6 2.75 4.07 4.73 5.17 5.50 5.76 
8 2.63 3.83 4.43 4.83 5.13 5.36 

12 2.52 3.62 4.16 4.51 4.78 4.99 
20 2.44 3.46 3.95 4.27 4.51 4.70 
60 2.36 3.31 3.75 4.04 4.25 4.42 
·· CD 2.33 3.24 3.66 3.93 4.13 4.28 

TABLE 2. Critical values of studentized range 
for n groups, v degrees of freedom in 
the estimate of the standard deviation 
and level of significance a. 

The planning of load balance studies on two 
equipment groups is based on the comparison of 
two group means for groups having unknown but 
equal variances. The studentized range test is 
a generalization of this test to a comparison of 
the extreme values of the means for more than 
two groups. 

For two groups, the critical value of Q is 
Q~(2,v) where v equals the degrees of freedom 
in the estimate of a used in calculating Q. If 
t~(v) and F~(n-l,v) are, respectively, the 
critical values for a double-sided t-test and an 
F-test at levels of significance ~, then 

Q ~ (2 , v) 2 1/2 t ~ ( v) 

Q~(2,v) 2¥2F~(1,v)if.i 

The second of these distributions enables us to 
plan a study with the use of the power function 
of the F-distribution for n = 2. The tables of 
the t- and F- distributions commonly found in 
statistical textbooks are tables of t~(v) and 
and F~(n-l,v)[2J[10J. 

The non-centrality parameter ~2 for the F-dis
tribution when comparing the means of two groups 
is 

~2 = nJ /2a 2 = mrr /2 . 

The variance ratio F provides an estimate ~2 of 
~2 given by 

F = 1+ n~2 

where, when comparing the means of two groups, 

~2 = rri,f /2s2 = air /2. 

Since F is a random variable, ~ also is a random 
variable. It can also serve as an estimate of 
the parameter ~ which is a measure of W. A 
critical value of ~ can be associated with any 
critical value of F. If ~ equals zero, then F 
is characterized by having the F-distribution. 
On the other hand, if ~ is greater than zero, 
then F has the ·"non-central F-distribution." 
When ~ equals zero, the critical value of F at 
the ~ level of significance equals F~(n-l,v) • 
Let ~S(n-l,v;~) be the critical value of ~ for 
a non-central· F-distribution with degrees of 
freedom (n-l) and v for which the probability of 
F being equal to or greater than F~(n-l,v) is 
(l-S). (l-S) is the power of the test of Hl 
at the level of significance~. Table 3 is a 
short table of values of ~~(n-l.v;~) derived 
from curves and tables in [8J[11J[12J. 
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~a(l,v;a.) 

a. a/v 4 6 8 12 20 60 

0.10 0.10 2.54 2.36 . 2.28 2.20 2.15 2.10 2.07 
0.05 2.87 2.66 2.58 2.47 2.42 2.36 2.33 
0.01 3.21 3.09 2.99 2.92 2.85 2.81 

0.05 0.10 2.76 2.65 2.50 2.41 2.33 2.29 
0.05 3.08 2.92 2.78 2.67 2.58 2.55 
0.10 3.70 3.48 3.32 3.18 3.07 3.03 

0.01 0.10 3.84 3.48 3.17 2.97 2.81 2.73 
0.05 4.33 3.82 3.49 3.15 3.06 2.98 
0.01 4.98 4.47 4.06 3.79 3.55 3.47 

TABLE 3. Critical values of the non-centrality 
parameter for non-central F-distri
butions having 1 and v degrees of 
freedom, type I error probability a. 
and type 11 error probability S. 

When planning a study on two ~roups it is neces
sary to specify beforehand, w1th the values of 
a., a and a, the range objective Wo within which 
balance is to be maintained. The minimum number 
m of hours needed for the study is the smallest 
integral value of m satisfying the inequality 

ml/2wo/2a?! ~S(l,m-l;a.). 

A lower bound mo on m is provided by 

mol/a = 2a~a (1,00 ;0.) /wo. 

As an example, consider the determination of the 
minimum number of hours needed for a study on 
two equipment groups each of which have been 
engineered to switch approximately 3000 calls 
per hour. The range of the calls offered to 
the equipment groups should not be greater than 
10% of the average~. It is given for planning 
purposes that a. = 0.10, a = 0 .05 and a = 90. We 
have that ~ = 3000 and Wo / ~ = 0.10 so tha t Wo = 300. 
From Table 3, ~o.o5(1,00;0.10)= 2.33. Therefore 
the number m of hours needed for the study is 
not less than mo = 1.95 = 2 hours. For m = 5 hours 
mlP wo /2a = 3.73 and is greater than ~o.o5(1,4;0.05) 
= 2.87. Therefore, 5 hours are sufficient for 
the study. It is not possible to determine 
from Table 3 whether less than 5 hours would be 
sufficient for the study. 

5. THE RANGE OF MORE THAN TWO GROUPS 

The procedure for planning studies on only two 
groups is applicable to the situation in which 
interest lies in comparing the means of a 
particular pair of a larger number n of groups. 
In this situation, it is necessary that the two 
groups of interest be selected before any data 
has been looked at. Furthermore, 1£ the error 
variance a 2 is the same for all groups, then 
the estimate S2 of a2

, can be based on (n-l) (m-I) 
instead of on (m-1) degrees of freedom and 
thereby possibly allow the duration of the study 
to be shortened. In this case, the minimum num
ber m of hours needed for the study is the 
smallest integral value of m satisfying the in
equality 

The extension of the procedure to the case where 
we wish to test the range of n group means is 
simple. All that is required is an adjustment 
of the value of the standard deviation cr in the 
calculations. The adjustment reflects the fact 
that, in testing the range, a comparison is made 
of the means of two out of n groups that have 
been selected after an examination of the data. 
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The adjustment factor is qa.(n,v) defined by 

Table 4 presents values of qa.(n,v) calculated 
from values of Qa.(n,v) as in Table 2. For a 
range study, the minimum number m of hours 
needed for a study is the smallest integral 
value of m satisfying the relationship 

ml/a wo /2a?! qa.(n,(n-l) (m-l)~a(l,(n-l) (m-I) ;0.). 

A lower bound mo on m is provided by 

mo l
/

2 = 2aqa.(n,00)~S(1,00;a.) /wo. 

2 

4 1.00 
6 1.00 
8 1.00 

12 1.00 
20 1.00 
60 1. 00 

1.00 

A. a. = 0.10 

4 

1.52 
1.48'. 
1.46 
1.44 
1.42 
1.40 
1.39 

4 
6 
8 

12 
20 
60 

4 

1.00 1.47 
1. 00 1.42 
1. 00 1. 39 
1.00. ' 1. 36 
1. 00 1. 34 
1.00 1. 32 
1.00 1.31 

B. a. = 0.05 

4 
6 
8 

12 
20 
60 

2 

1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 

C. CL = 0.01 

4 

1.41 
1.34 
1.31 
1.27 
1.25 
1.22 
1.21 

6 

1. 79 
1. 72 
1.68 
1.65 
1.62 
1.59 
1.57 

6 

1. 71 
1.63 
1.59 
1.54 
1.51 
1.47 
1.45 

6 

1.63 
1.52 
1.47 
1.41 
1. 37 
1.33 
1.31 

8 

1. 97 
1.88 
1.84 
1. 79 
1. 75 
1. 71 
1.69 

8 

1.87 
1. 77 
1. 72 
1.66 
1.62 
1.57 
1.55 

8 

1. 77 
1.64 
1.57 
1.51 
1.45 
1.40 
1.37 

10 

2.10 
2.00 
1. 95 
1.90 
1.85 
1.80 
1. 77 

10 

. 1.99 
1.88 
1.82 
1.75· 
1.69 
1.64 
1.61 

10 

1.88 
1. 74 
1.65 
1.58 
1.51 
1.45 
1.42 

12 

2.21 
2.09 
2.04 
1.98 
1.93 
1.87 
1.84 

12 

2.09 
1.96 
1.89 
1.82 
1. 76 
1. 69 
1.67 

12 

1.97 
1.81 
1. 72 
1.63 
1.56 
1.49 
1.45 

TABLE 4. Scale factors qa.(n,2) for converting 
critical values of the studentized 
range for 2 groups to the critical 
values of the studentized range for 
n groups. 

As an example, consider the determination of the 
minimum number of hours needed for a study on 
four equipment groups each of which have been 
engineered to ~witch approximately 3000 calls 
per hour. The administration objective is to 
keep the range Wo of the calls offered to the 
groups within 10% of their average~. It is 
given for planning purposes that a. - 0.10, 
S = 0.05 and (j = 90. We have that Il = 3000 and 
wo/ ~ =0.10 and, therefore, Wo" 300. From Tables 
3 and 4, ~o.lo(1,CXl;0.05) ... 2.33 and qO.lo(4,CXl) ... 1.39. 
Therefore, the number m of hours needed for the 
study is not less than mo=3.78:4 hours. In 
order to determine the minimum number of hours 
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needed for the study, the following table is 
constructed in which \) = 3(m-l) : 

\) 8 12 20 60 

m 3.67 5.0 7.67 21.0 
qO'lO (4,\)) 1.46 1.44 1.42 1.40 1. 39 

CPO'lO (3,\);0.05) 2.58 2.47 2.42 2.36 2.33 

q~ Im l
/
2 1.97 1.59 1.24 0.721 0.0 

The value of wo/2a equals 1.67 and exceeds the 
value of m greater than 3.67 and less than 5.0. 
Interpolating in the table in terms of llm, it 
is found tha t m = 4.65 =- 5 hours are needed for 
the study. 

6. RANGE ESTIMATION OF VARIANCE FOR A 
ONE-WAY CLASSIFICATION OF DATA 

A considerable amount of data processing is re
quired to conduct a load balance study. Most of 
the effort is directed towards obtaining an 
estimate of the residual or error variance a2 

• 

Range estimates of a 2 are obtained more easily. 
We shall begin with the estimation of variance 
for a one-way classification of data [6J[7J. 

Consider a sample of n independent identically 
distributed random variables having the normal 
distribution with mean 0.0 and variance a 2

• Let 
Wn be the range of the sample and Wn be the 
normalized range, i.e., 

Wn = wnla 

If the expected value EWn of Wn is dn , then an 
unbiased estimate & of a is obtained from 

Let Vn be the variance of Wn , i.e., 

The unbiased range estimate sw2 of a 2 is 

We shall use Sw instead of aw as an estimate of 
a to conform with the procedure of using s as an 
estimate of a . The quantity S2 is an unbiased 
estimate of a 2

; however, s is not an unbiased 
estimate of a. 

For the more general case where there are m 
independent samples like the one just considered, 
let Wj be the jth sample range and wn be the 
mean range defined by 

m 
wn = L Wj Im. 

j-l 

The mean normalized range Wn is wn/a._ The ex
pected value dnm and variance Vn m bf Wn are 

Wn has approximately the distribution of 
cnmX/\)nml,l2 where cnm is a "scale factor," Xa 

has the chi-squared distribution and \)nm is 
the "equivalent degrees of freedom." Le"t 

r = dn
2
m/2 Vnm • 

then, 

ITCS 

and \)nm is approximately given by 

\)nm = r+ 1/4 - 3'16r+ 3 / 64r2 

For large values of r, 

cnm R1 dn m \)nmR1 r. 

The unbiased range estimate sw2 of a 2 

The equivalent degrees of freedom \)n m is the 
degrees of freedom to be associated with Sw and 
sw2 in statistical tests. 

A load balance study requires the analysis of 
data having a two-way classification. There
fore, the above procedure requires modification. 

7. RANGE ESTIMATION OF VARIANCE FOR A 
'!WO-WAY CLASSIFICATION OF DATA 

The procedure for obtaining values of the range 
for estimating the variance aa in a load balance 
study is as follows [4J[7J: For each equipment 
group, calculate a group mean xi given by 

For each observation Xij' calculate a residual 
rij given by 

r ij = xij - xi' 

For each hour's data, calculate the range Wj of 
of the residuals rij and then calculate the mean 
range wn given by 

m 
W = Lw·/m 

n j=l J 

The mean range is the basis of the estimate of 
aa. However, because of correlation between 
the hourly estimates of the range due to the 
adjustment of the data to obtain the residual 
deviations from the group means, the procedure 
for calculating the scale factor cnm and equiv-
alent degrees of freedom Vnm must be modified. 
The modification is in expressing the expecta
tion dnm and variance Vnm of the normalized 
mean range Wn as 

dnm = (l-l/m) 1/2 dnm 

Vnm = (m-I) (1+ (m-I) Pw)Vn/m2 

where Pw is the correlation between any two of 
the hourly ranges. The scale factor cnm and 
equivalent degrees of freedom ~m are determined 
from 

cn
a
m = ~m+Vnm 

\)n m = r + 1/4 - 3/16 + 3/64r :il 

where 

The correlation coefficient Pw is a complex 
function of n and m for which a limited table 
of values has been calculated. In order to 
simplify the procedure for calculating the 
values of Cnm and \)nm, an alternative expres
sion for Vnm is used. It is 

Vnm = Vn/m 
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2 5 10 15 20 

n c· Vrun cnm vnm cnm ~nm 
c Ynm cnm vnm ,dn d~ /2Vn run " nm 

2 1.00 1.00 1.08 3.70 1.10 8.11 1.11 12.5 1.12 16.9 1.128 0.876 
3 1.35 1.98 1. 57 7.49 1.63 16.6 1. 65 25.7 1.66 34.7 1.693 1.815 
4 1.58 2.93 1.88 11.2 1.97 24.9 2.00 38.6 2.02 52.3 2.059 2.738 
5 1. 75 3.82 2.12 114.2 2.22 32.9 2.26 50.9 2.28 69.1 2.326 3.623 
6 1.89 4.68 2.29 ~8.1 2.42 40.4 2.46 62.8 2.48 85.1 2.534 4.466 
7 2.00 5.48 2.45 ~1.3 2.58 47.7 2.62 73.9 2.64 100 2.704 5.207 
8 2.09 6.25 2.57 ~4.4 2.71 54.5 2.76 84.7 2.78 115 2.847 6.031 
9 2.18 7.03 2.69 ~7.5 2.84 61.4 2.89 95.5 2.91 129 2.970 6.758 

10 2.25 7.68 2.78 ~0.1 2.93 67.3 2.98 105 3.00 142 3.078 7.454 
11 2.31 8.35 2.86 f32.7 3.02 73.3 3.07 114 3.09 155 3.173 8.120 
12 2.37 8.99 2.94 p5.3 3.10 79.1 3."15 123 3.18 167 3.258 8.760 

TABLE 5. Scale factors Crun and equivalent degrees of 'freedom Vnm for 
the range estimate of the residual standard deviation for 
two-way classification of data with n groups and m hours. 

which is obtained by letting Pw equal 1/{m-1). 
The results of the calculations using this ap
proximation are presented in Table 5 for n = 1 
(1)12 and m= 2,5(5)20. The values of dn and 
r = dn:a /2Vn are also given. Comparison of the 
entries in Table 5 with similar tables in [4] 
and [7J reveals that the use of the approximate 
expression for Vnm has no significant effect on 
the values of the scale factors and the equiva
lent degrees of freedom; the numbers tend to 
agree with differences of about 2%. 

A simple approximation for the values of vnmin 
in Table 5 is given by 

Vom ~(m-l) d~ /2V n . 

A measure of the relative efficiency ~nm of 
using the range estimates s~ instead of mean 
square estimates S2 to estimate a 2 is given by 

~nm = vnm /{n-1) (m-I) ~ d~/2{n-l)Vn. 

The minimum value of ~nm occurs in Table 5 for 
20 groups and equals 0.69. 

As an example of planning a study using the 
range estimate of a 2

, consider the determination 
of the minimum number m of hours needed for a 
study on the four equipment groups for which it 
has already been determined that 5 hours are 
sufficient when the least squares estimate S2 of 
a 2 is used. Since the range estimate of a 2 is 
less efficient than the least squares estimate, 
a study using the range estimate cannot be 
shorter than one using the least squares estUna~ 
For a 5-hour study. mliawo/2a= 3.73. Referring 
to Table 5, it is found that Vnm= 11.2 for n= 4 
and m = 5. Interpolating in Tables 3 and 4, we 
get 1/)0.10{1,11.2;0.05) = 2.49 and qO.l0 (4,11.2) = 
1.44. Their product equals 3.59 and is less 
than m~:awo/2a. Therefore, 5 hours is sufficient 
for the study using the range estimate of a 2

• 

8. AN EXAMPLE OF A TRAFFIC S'IUDY 

Table 6 presents the data and its analysis ob
tained in a study on the balance of call attempts 
for four group selectors in a No. 1 EAX system. 
This is the study planned earlier for which the 
nominal values of ~ and a were assumed to be, 
respectively, 3000 and 90. The purpose of the 
study was to determine whether or not the nor-, 
ma lized range W wa s grea ter than Wo = 3.33 with 
risks 0.= 0.10 and S = 0.05. 
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Group 
1 2 3 4 bj 

Hour 

1 2829 2555 2872 2511 -163.80 
2 3207 2841 3053 2648 81. 70 
3 3074 2876 2929 2622 17.20 
4 3030 2841 3159 2532 34.95 
5 3031 2948 3056 2507 29.95 

ai 178.65 -43.35 156.25 -291. 55 ~=2855. 55 

W = 178.65+ 291.55 = 470.20 

A. Data with deviations of marginal means 
from ~ 

Source f SS(104) MS(104) F 

,Groups 3 71.61 23.87 31.4 
Hours 4 14.37 3.592 
Residuals 12 9.12 0.7598 

Sum 19 95.09 5.01 

s = 87.17 W = 5.39 

B. ANOVA table for least squares estimate of a 

Group 
1 2 3 4 Wj Hour 

1 -205.2 -257.2 -139.8 -53.0 204.2 
2 172.8 28.8 41.2 i 84.0 144.0 
3 39.8 63.8 "",-- 92.8 58.0 156.6 
4 4.2 28.8 147.2 -32.0 179.2 
5 3.2 135.8 44.2 -57.0 192.8 

W 175.36 

c. Table for range estimate of cr 

TABLE 6. Example of analysis of traffic 
study data •. 

Table 6A presents the raw data. the mean devi
ations a and 5 from the grand mean ~ and the 
value of~. The estimate w of the range is 
found to be 470.20. Table 6B presents an ANOVA 
table for the estimation of the value of o. 
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The square root s of the mean variance of th~ 
residuals is 87.17. Therefore the estiIDfte W 
of the normalized range is 5.39. Since W is 
greater than Wo, it is concluded that the group 
selector matrices have unbalanced calling rates. 
Table 6C illustrates the range estimation of o. 
The body of the table consists of values of 
(xij-ai-~) obtained from the data in Table 6A. 
The marginal data Wj are the ranges 'of the 
entries in the rows of the table. The mean 
range Q equals 175.36. The value of the scale 
factor cnm obtained from Table 5 is 1.88. There
for, the range ~stimate Sw of 0 is 93.3 and the 
range estimat~ Ww of the norma~ized range is 
5.04. Since Ww is greater than Wo, it is con
cluded that the group selector matrices have un
balanced calling rates. 

The least squares and range estimates of a are 
consistent; they differ by 7%. Limited experi
ence with the methods described in this paper 
resulted in range estimates of a being within 
±5% of the least squares' estimates for rela
tively high degrees of imbalances in group traf
fic characteristics, i.e. for values of wl~ as 
great as 0.5, with range estimates tending to be 
smaller than the least squares' estimates. This 
is the result of interaction in the data. Higher 
degrees of imbalance result in range estimates 
tending to become increasingly less than the 
least squares' estimates. This suggests that 
the range method provides estimates of az2 

instead of (az2 + ac2
). The use of a logarith-

mic transformation of the data usually is suffi
cient to make the estimates consistent. It 
should be noted that, if a logarithmic trans
formation is used, then the range statistic w 
is a measure of log a U/a L • 
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